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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter BVM-51P, a cutting-edge blade designed to elevate your cutting experience! With aNT Cutter BVM-51P, a cutting-edge blade designed to elevate your cutting experience! With a
robust 20mm steel single edge blade,1.20mm thickness this blade boasts exceptionalrobust 20mm steel single edge blade,1.20mm thickness this blade boasts exceptional
sharpness and durability to tackle a wide range of cutting tasks with ease and precision.sharpness and durability to tackle a wide range of cutting tasks with ease and precision.
Whether you're a professional craftsman or a DIY enthusiast, the NT Cutter BVM-51P blade isWhether you're a professional craftsman or a DIY enthusiast, the NT Cutter BVM-51P blade is
the perfect companion for all your cutting needs.the perfect companion for all your cutting needs.

SpecificationSpecification

Blade Length: 102mmBlade Length: 102mm
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Blade Width: 20mmBlade Width: 20mm
Blade Thickness: 1.20mmBlade Thickness: 1.20mm
Blade Colour: SilverBlade Colour: Silver
Blade Type: SolidBlade Type: Solid

Crafted with utmost precision and quality materials, this blade ensures smooth and efficientCrafted with utmost precision and quality materials, this blade ensures smooth and efficient
cutting, making it a reliable choice for various materials such as paper, cardboard, vinyl, andcutting, making it a reliable choice for various materials such as paper, cardboard, vinyl, and
more. The single edge design enhances safety, reducing the risk of accidental injuries duringmore. The single edge design enhances safety, reducing the risk of accidental injuries during
usage. Its user-friendly features and ergonomic design provide a comfortable grip, allowing forusage. Its user-friendly features and ergonomic design provide a comfortable grip, allowing for
extended usage without strain or discomfort.extended usage without strain or discomfort.

Styled like a Kiridashi bladeStyled like a Kiridashi blade
The Kiridashi blade is the ideal tool, Perfect for carving, grafting, prying or simply forThe Kiridashi blade is the ideal tool, Perfect for carving, grafting, prying or simply for
everyday tasks,everyday tasks,
Traditionally, the Kiridashi knives are used for carving wood. The name 'Kiridashi'Traditionally, the Kiridashi knives are used for carving wood. The name 'Kiridashi'
means 'to carve out' in Japanese.means 'to carve out' in Japanese.

Packaged: 1 BladePackaged: 1 Blade

Replacement blade for : Replacement blade for : VM-2P, VM-5P VM-2P, VM-5P 
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